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BACKGROUND 

The Australian community has an expectation that our cities and regional centres benefit from long term, 
holistic and strategically planned infrastructure. This requires a national perspective of the infrastructure 
system, and to bring together the disparate parts of the system, whether it is transport, energy, water, 
telecommunications to understand and analyse their inter-dependencies and inter-connection.  

Infrastructure-related services impact on nearly all aspects of the Australian social fabric, from supply chains 
to community wellbeing. Traditionally, most of these infrastructures have been managed or regulated by State 
jurisdictions, often in collaboration with the Commonwealth Government. Over the last 15 years, the private 
sector has increasingly taken control of infrastructure operation, maintenance and expansion, leaving the 
public authorities with a regulatory role. This evolution has resulted in a complex web of information sources 
and database repositories with limited public access.  

Over the last decade, research on infrastructure planning has become increasingly integrated, recognizing the 
ever-growing inter-dependencies between sectors that were traditionally considered and managed in isolation. 
Better accessibility to and discoverability of infrastructure data is a cornerstone allowing more comprehensive 
analysis of complex infrastructure research problems [1]. 

 

SMART INFRASTRUCTURE DASHBOARD PROJECT 

In an unprecedented effort, the SMART Infrastructure Facility at the University of Wollongong with support 
from the Australian National Data Service (ANDS) aims to help planners, designers or researchers to better 
understand the complex interplay of infrastructure operations and uses across major utilities. Its SMART 
Infrastructure Dashboard (SID) offers integrated analytics based on data provided by public agencies and 
private operators. The online dashboard allows analysts to develop new insights into spatial, technical, social 
and economic issues associated with regional and urban development. 

Easily accessible, readily interpretable and reliable information is a core and common condition to effective 
infrastructure research, planning and management. The SMART Infrastructure Dashboard serves as a central 
portal for accessing, formatting, analysing and making publicly available information on water, energy, waste, 
communication and transport distribution or management networks in a given area. This information, crossed 
with relevant figures from demographics and economics constitutes a robust foundation for powerful 
infrastructure analytics. The multi-utility dashboard offers a flexible collaborative platform to local planners, 
researchers, business analysts and citizens.  

The map-based interactive interface allows for detailed exploration and benchmarking of service usage at 
various spatial scales, from Statistical Areas (SA1) to local government areas (LGA). The dashboard also 
provides information on utility networks performances and vulnerability to natural or industrial hazards. 
Viewing and reporting are tailored to suit the needs of specific registered users. 

 

TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

Data sources, metadata and subsequent updates from external data providers are uploaded to the SMART 
Infrastructure Data Centre (SIDC). Using Pentaho Kettle ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) software, these 
datasets are then extracted, rearranged and consolidated into a Star Schema data warehouse environment, 
designed for optimal feeds into the Business Intelligence layer (YellowFin).  SIDC also captures the metadata 
descriptions associated with consolidated datasets and feeds them automatically to RDA. 
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The software components are shown in Figure 1. On the back end, we have a staging system consisting of flat 
files, KETTLE, and a staging RDBMS area (running PostgreSQL) to hold data tables prior to a transfer 
overnight into the main database. This can be deployed on a developer machine for the purposes of developing 
a KETTLE script, and then migrated to a dedicated VM for the purposes of repeated uploads of data from the 
same format. In the future, the system will support data outputs from integrated social-infrastructure 
simualtion models. 

The dashboard web server provides access to the Business Intelligence (BI) analysis and visualisation layer 
(YellowFin), with geospatial services being provided by the GeoServer. Both services run on the Apache 
Tomcat platform, which provides a web server for hosting services that run using the Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) software execution environment. The metadata system, for discovering data sets that exist in the 
infrastructure databases, similarly uses Apache Tomcat to host GeoNetwork and a set of search & retrieval 
workflows defined using the open source Bonita workflow and business process modelling software. 

 

 
Figure 1: IT Architecture of the SMART Infrastructure Dashboard (SID) 
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